The Beaudesert & Henley-in-Arden
Joint Parish Council
Working for the Benefit of the Residents of Henley-in-Arden
BEAUDESERT ANNUAL PARISH ASSEMBLY MEETING
MONDAY, 9TH APRIL 2018 MINUTES
WELCOME BY THE CHAIR
Cllr Leech welcomed everyone to the meeting and said that the JPC proposed to run
the meeting for Beaudesert for 15 minutes and then run the Henley meeting for the
same amount of time, giving residents of both parishes an opportunity to contribute
and comment if they wished. To save speakers having to speak twice, it was also
proposed that a combined meeting would take place afterwards. There were no
objections to these proposals.
APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE – BEAUDESERT PARISH
The Clerk confirmed that there were no apologies for absence.
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL BEAUDESERT PARISH MEETING OF 10th April 2017
The Minutes had been read and were approved as a true record. This motion was
proposed by Mrs Jan Crathorne, seconded by Mr Norman Kench and agreed by the
majority of residents of Beaudesert and signed by the Chairman.
DISCUSSION OF BUSINESS SPECIFIC TO THE PARISH OF BEAUDESERT
•

•

•

•

A resident in Beaudesert said that the 30mph speed sign on Warwick Road
had not been working for over eight months and was provided by WCC with
grant monies. He requested the JPC to ask if it could be repaired as soon as
possible because it was dangerous. Cllr Horner agreed to report this to
Highways again and request that the sign is repaired. Cllr Leech confirmed
that members of the JPC met with WCC, Highways quarterly and the sign had
been mentioned on a number of occasions.
A resident in Beaudesert asked if the JPC Emergency Plan could be put on
the JPC web site as she had concerns regarding the potential for flooding in
the Town. Cllr Crathorne responded and said that the Emergency Plan was
being updated and would be uploaded on to the JPC web site within a month,
with a copy being placed in the Library. Cllr Leech confirmed that a copy of
the Plan would also be left in the Heritage Centre.
A resident in Beaudesert advised that she had mentioned at a SCAN meeting
that there were four No Waiting poles in the Town and an inspection cover
which was loose outside the Gentleman’s Outfitters which needed to be
repaired. Cllr Horner responded and confirmed that both items were on the
Highways, Maintenance List.
Cllr Leech said that there would be an opportunity for residents to contribute
in the Open Forum session later in the meeting.

HENLEY IN ARDEN ANNUAL PARISH ASSEMBLY MEETING
MONDAY, 9th April 2018
APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE – HENLEY IN ARDEN PARISH
The Clerk confirmed that there were no apologies for absence.
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL HENLEY IN ARDEN PARISH MEETING OF 10th April
2018
The Minutes had been read and were approved as a true record. This motion was
proposed by Cllr Wilmott, seconded by Cllr Harfield agreed by the majority of
residents of Henley in Arden and signed by the Chairman.
DISCUSSION OF BUSINESS SPECIFIC TO THE PARISH OF HENLEY IN ARDEN
•

A resident in Henley requested the JPC to look at the footpath behind the
garages in Barley Close to Yew Road because there was a high incidence of
dog fouling and the branches of the Beech Tree needed to be cut back from
overhanging the footpath. Cllr Leech responded and said that the JPC
Maintenance Contractor would be requested to look at the footpath.

Cllr Leech introduced the JPC Cllrs and what their responsibilities were. He
requested Cllr Field to introduce and explain the purpose of the Stands which were
placed around the edge of the main hall. Cllr Field said that the stands represented
the various voluntary organisations in Henley and the surrounding area who were
advertising and recruiting further volunteers. Cllr Leech encouraged residents to look
at the various stands following the meeting. He went on to say that all the voluntary
organisations in Henley made it a better place to live.
PARKING IN HENLEY – A PRESENTATION BY THE CHAIR OF THE JPC
TRAFFIC & CAR PARK ACQUITIONS WORKING PARTY – CLLR PETER
CORNFORD
•

•

•

•

•

Cllr Cornford introduced himself and said that he had worked in Henley for a
good number of ears and lived in Wootton Wawen. He was elected in 2015
and the Chair of the JPC had requested that he Chair the above Working
Party.
Cllr Cornford showed several slides explaining the changes in parking
attitudes over the years, from 1914, 1974, 1999, 2016 to the present day. He
went on to say that he was given the brief as Chair of the WP to try and find a
way to encourage businesses and shoppers visiting Henley.
Cllr Cornford said that the free car parks in Henley were invariably full, whilst
the Northern car park rarely had more than six or seven cars parked. He
went on to say that the daily charge to park in the Northern car park was
£4.00 per day.
Cllr Cornford confirmed that there were several spaces in The Croft car park
which were allocated to the staff of the Co-Op and another business had
access rights to their premises. Both businesses had legal rights in
perpetuity.
Cllr Cornford also said that he had concerns over inappropriate parking along
Station Road. The surface of the Station car park had recently been resurfaced, providing much needed extra spaces, however, members of the
public still parked along Station Road if there were no paces available in the
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official Station car park. He went on to say that there was also the issue of
inappropriate parking along the High Street outside the Co-Op and One Stop.
Cllr Cornford advised that Taylor Wimpey owned The Croft Car Park and the
JPC had received confirmation from SDC that they did not wish to take up an
option to purchase The Croft under a Section 106 Agreement.
Cllr Cornford confirmed that SDC owned the Medical Centre car park and
they would be holding a Cabinet meeting in May when the possibility of the
JPC taking over a 99-year lease at a peppercorn rent on this car park, would
be discussed. SDC had requested the JPC to come to a balanced
arrangement and to provide them with a Business Plan for all three car parks
in Henley.
Cllr Cornford advised that LPS ran the Northern car park. He went on to say
that LPS had agreed to the proposal to run all three car parks in Henley.
Cllr Cornford said that the proposed charges for the Northern car park would
be cut down from £4.00 per day to £1.00 per day to encourage more
members of the public to use the spaces available. The proposed charging
structure being considered on The Croft and Medical Centre car parks would
be set at £1.00 for the first two hours and then incremental charges after the
first two hours to three hours at £2.00, four hours at £3.00 and up to eight
hours at £6.00 from 6.00 pm to 8.30 am, and all day on Sundays free.
Consideration was also being given to working with the shops and businesses
to see whether they would consider a voucher repayment system where
customers would be able to redeem a voucher for £1.00.
Cllr Cornford went on to say that consideration was being given to given to
liaising with WCC regarding more enforcement of double yellow lines and
30mph restrictions.
Cllr Cornford also said that consideration was being given to introducing
parking areas for delivery lorries for a specified amount of time with an
immediate penalty for vehicles who parked in the bays outside of these time
limits, and these areas could be then be used only by disabled drivers.
Cllr Cornford said that it was felt that the shops and businesses in Henley will
not survive and prosper without a change in the current system. He went on
to say that large signage to the car parks on the four approaches to the town
explaining the parking arrangements and how to find them would be required,
together with an increase in double yellow lines and many more visits to the
town of ‘parking wardens’.
Cllr Cornford said that he had been in negotiations with Taylor Wimpey
regarding The Croft car park for a couple of years and there are other
companies who wish to take over ownership of the car park if the JPC didn’t
take up the option.
Cllr Cornford said that the proposals outlined above would be for a five-year
term and a new JPC would then have the option to terminate the agreements
and sell The Croft if they felt it was appropriate.

The Rector of Henley, John Ganjavi introduced himself and said that he felt that
traffic was a problem everywhere and was not just unique to Henley. He went on to
say that in most historic towns in the UK most households owned at least one car
and required additional parking for another car or for visitors.
The Rector went on to say that he was going to be strict about identifying what a
statement was and what was a question and that he would only be responding to
specific questions that had been asked. He went on to say that all the statements
and questions would be handed over to the JPC so that they could take all the
comments into consideration when thinking about the car park and parking issues in

Henley. The Rector apologised to those people who thought they had asked a
question which would not necessarily be answered but this would not be an
opportunity to make speeches but to ask questions.
The Rector proceeded to ask the following questions:
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

A Parishioner asked by what Authority did the JPC have to make decisions
regarding the car parks in Henley. Cllr Cornford responded by asking the
Clerk. The Clerk confirmed that the JPC had the power to provide parking
spaces under Section 57 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984.
A Parishioner asked if any other towns had been identified as being like
Henley. Cllr Cornford responded and said that if the JPC did not take up the
option to purchase The Croft car park, it will be sold to an outside
entrepreneur and would be outside the control of the town and the JPC. If the
purchase were to go ahead, it would be at no cost to the JPC and if a new
JPC wanted to sell The Croft when they took over in eighteen months, they
could do so. Cllr Leech said that Shipston on Stour were also looking at their
car park issues and charged for parking. Cllr Cornford also said that Knowle
charged heavily for use of their car parks.
A Parishioner asked if the JPC knew of anywhere else in the UK where they
have identified and tackled a similar problem.
A Parishioner asked why the JPC had changed their views from 2010 when
the previous JPC had looked at selling The Croft and they were against the
idea. Cllr Cornford responded and said that circumstances had changed
since 2010. Taylor Wimpey now managed over 200 carparks across the
country that were in their ownership and they needed to rationalise them.
SDC had also confirmed last year that they did not want to take up the option
under the Section 106 Agreement to purchase The Croft car park. The
Rector said that times are changing.
A Parishioner asked whether debit/credit cards could be used as well as
money. Cllr Cornford responded and said that LPS, the managers of the
Northern car park would have to take a view on all the car parks in Henley
and provide the necessary equipment for all the car parks.
A Parishioner asked if the JPC had consulted with the town since they took
office. Cllr Crathorne responded and said that a town presentation had been
held in late 2016, which included a straw poll being conducted about the
parking issues in Henley. He went on to say that the JPC have also been
discussing the problems associated with parking for several months in their
regular meetings.
Cllr Cornford also stated unequivocally that he had no vested interest in the
purchase of The Croft car park. He went on to say that the purpose of this
town presentation was the first in a series of consultations to explore the
feasibility of acquiring the car parks in Henley.
A Parishioner asked if the JPC would look at increasing the capacity of
parking in Henley. Cllr Cornford responded and said that there was also
parking available free of charge for two hours on the High Street. He went on
to say that the JPC would also think about longer term parking solutions.
A Parishioner asked, given the urgency, when does the JPC anticipate that
the process of acquiring the car parks in Henley to be finalised. Cllr Cornford
responded and said that there is no contract now and the SDC cabinet will
meet in May, so an anticipated timescale would be the end of June or July.
The Rector asked given the timescales, how can members of the public
contribute their ideas. Cllr Cornford responded and said that they could
contact any member of the JPC, any member of the Traffic and Car Park
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Acquisitions WP, or the Clerk or attend a JPC Meeting in June or July in the
Open Forum.
A Parishioner asked if consideration could be given to the installation of thick
white lines and give way signage. Cllr Cornford responded and said that it is
anticipated that this would be undertaken by LPS.
A Parishioner asked if the JPC had considered a park and ride scheme or
liaising with the schools in Henley about parking at their premises outside
school term time. Cllr Cornford responded and said that there was the issue
of Public Liability insurance to take into consideration and he asked the
question if members of the public would want to walk that far to and from the
schools.
A Parishioner asked what would happen to the additional revenue which
would be acquired by the JPC and would it go towards maintenance. Cllr
Cornford responded and said that LPS would insure, maintain, repair and
inspect all the car parks in Henley up to five times a day. There would be no
cost to the JPC.
A Parishioner asked what would happen if the car parks made a loss. Cllr
Cornford responded and said that he and the chair had attended a meeting at
WCC last year and there had been an agreement that once the JPC had
taken over all f the car parks, WCC would look at the installation of additional
yellow lines. LPS would bear any liabilities, if there were any, over the term of
the five-year contract.
A resident who lived on the High Street said that he does not have any
parking at all and if the JPC were to charge for parking at the Croft he would
have to try and find a space on the High Street. He went on to ask how many
residents on the High Street have a similar problem. He said that he paid
SDC £25.00 per year for a permit to park on the High Street – could that
amount b aid to the JPC/LPS instead. Cllr Cornford responded and said that
LPS would consider issuing a special parking permit to the group of residents
who did not have any allocated parking on the High Street.
A resident aired their concerns that when she has parked on the High Street,
vandals had caused substantial damage to her vehicle. Cllr Cornford agreed
that there needed to be a strategy for exceptional cases.
A Parishioner said that SDC had made a profit from their car parks and the
first hour was free. Would the JPC consider giving the first hour free and then
charging. He went on to say that there could be more wardens and red lines
could be installed, as well as loading bays. Cllr Cornford said he had
mentioned the installation of loading bays earlier in the meeting and The Croft
would require at least two barriers which were expensive. Cllr Cornford went
on to ask what everyone thought of offering the first hour of parking to be free.
A Resident said that it might take the pressure off the High Street.
Cllr Cornford said that the Co-Op were willing to work together towards a
solution.
A Parishioner asked about the Shakespeare Hospice shop as she was
concerned how much the charity would lose if customers had to redeem a
voucher. Cllr Cornford agreed to investigate this situation.
A resident asked if the JPC could secure the car parks only and Cllr Cornford
responded and said that if this were to happen, it would be very expensive.
A previous JPC Cllr asked about the cost of maintaining the road to The Croft
as it was currently un-adopted and Cllr Cornford said that LPS would take
over the management, maintenance and insurance elements of The Croft,
including the access road.

•

•

A resident said that a more central car park was required in Henley and
suggested the former Coal Yard site could be used. Cllr Cornford declared
an interest and said that he could not comment on this suggestion.
A former Chair of the JPC said that residents in Henley paid their Council Tax
towards the car parks in Henley and a rise in precept would not be
appropriate. He said that he felt the town should be consulted more. Cllr
Cornford said that he had a valid point and re-iterated wat he had said
previously.

The Rector concluded the Q & A session and said that the purpose of the
presentation was to ask major questions, hear the responses by members of the JPC
and the breadth of issues they would have to think about prior to deciding – he did
not envy the JPC at all!
Thanks, were expressed to the Rector for his contribution.
REPORT BY STRATFORD DISTRICT COUNCILLOR STEPHEN THIRLWELL
District Cllr Thirlwell thanked the Chair for the opportunity to report on SDC’s activity
over the last twelve months.
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

The principle role of SDC was to cover planning issues, by granting
permission and SDC have recently appointed a new dealing with enforcement
issues, together with environmental health, including licencing, food hygiene,
refuse collection and street scene. SDC also deals with the administration of
the council tax reduction scheme, some housing benefit and council tax
collection for all precepting authorities. SDC aims to ensure that people can
live and work in a safe environment alongside outside agencies.
SDC have received direct financial support from central government in the
past, however, that would be reduced dramatically and is due to stop in the
early 2020’s. SDC are working towards freeing up more space at Elizabeth
House which will be let to tenants to create additional revenue. SDC hope to
retain a minimal increase in council tax this year but their share of the council
tax has resulted in a 1% increase.
Over the past 12 months, SDC have received a report on the findings of a
peer challenge, which is a process by other authorities who have evaluated
the effectiveness, value for money and working standards of the council. The
result showed SDC in a good light but were challenged about providing an
opportunity to invest for the future prosperity of the district. The SDC cabinet
adopted CIL (Community Infrastructure Levy) payments in certain situations,
which puts a responsibility on developers to fund or contribute towards the
infrastructure of any new development in the district. A major difference from
previous charging structures is that parish and town councils might benefit
from the funding for projects within their communities.
Central government was aiming for 95% coverage of Broadband; however, it
was only gauged at 66% in rural areas in the District and there were areas in
Henley which required Dial-Up.
SDC was also encouraging the growth of small businesses by initiating small
start up schemes as Venture House in Stratford.
It was the intention of SDC to upgrade all their CCTV systems.
SDC has been proactive with liquor and licencing enforcement and this has
resulted in the suspension of some licences for taxi drivers, as well as the
removal of a licence for licenced premises within Stratford.
Cllr Thirlwell said that he felt that we are all fortunate to live and work in a
town which has such great characteristics such as in its people and buildings.

•

•

•

•

•

The Core Strategy, with its policies on Green Belt and Special Landscape
Area has protected Henley over the last year. There have been two major
developments which have been given permission over the year, Haven
Pastures and Warwickshire College, which is on a brownfield site. However,
further consideration must be given to the access/egress arrangements for
the development
Planning Enforcement has been proactive with most cases settled through
negotiation and not through the appeal process. One resident recently took
SDC to appeal and lost which resulted in them paying all the legal costs for
SDC.
A continuing cause for concern is the high incidence of dog fouling in the town
and SDC have recently appointed a new Dog Enforcement Officer who lives
locally. His focus is to concentrate more on enforcement issues rather than
dog welfare. He has already been in touch with the JPC.
Cllr Thirlwell confirmed that he had remained as Deputy Leader of SDC and
served as a member of the Cabinet, served as a Member of the Regulatory
Committee, Leaders Policy Advisory Panel, Employment and Appointments
Committee, and is on the member development working group and on the
licensing panel, whilst continuing with his individual case work. He has also
completed 31 hours training. Through the member development group, SDC
has opened training sessions to parish and town councils in the area and
since inception over 150 parish Cllrs have attended training sessions.
In addition to the above committees, Cllr Thirlwell also attends parish council
meetings in Henley and Ullenhall, spoken at SDC planning committees.
See Full Report attached to these minutes.

REPORT BY WARWICKSHIRE COUNTY COUNCILLOR JOHN HORNER
County Cllr Horner said that it had been Cllr Mike Perry who had reported last year,
and he was impressed with the turn out and he reported on the following:
• The Arden Division of WCC was created last May and Cllr Horner was
elected with a large majority, taking 83% of the vote. Hence the expectation
to deliver weighs heavily.
• Warwickshire is a wealthy part f the country and is ranked as one of the top
five of 143 local authority areas in the country for sustainability and mot equal
places for wellbeing. However, the downside to that is that residents and
businesses in Warwickshire are net contributors to the District, the County
and England as a whole.
• Due to central government savings aspirations, WCC have seen cuts in their
support grant each year since 2010 and it will be entirely cut in 2019.
• WCC has therefore to raise revenues where it can, and this year has seen an
increase of 3% for general activities and a further 2% to fund adult social care
for all age groups.
• Due to the wealth of the Arden Division, it means that residents/businesses
are not high on the priority list for support services and Cllr Horner has been
exploring whether parish and town councils are able to fund services for the
benefit of their own residents.
• Cllr Horner confirmed that he had scheduled meetings with the Police
regarding the presence of additional uniformed officers in the Division. The
Chief Constable is reviewing the public funded average speed cameras, such
as those on trial at
• Hockley Heath.

•

•

•

•
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Cllr Horner is continuing to exert pressure on WCC officers over the lack of
single and double yellow line enforcement in villages. The Chief Constable
has responded to the request that additional traffic enforcement is needed,
and he has increased the number of mobile units this year.
There have been four Arden Division Chair & Clerks Meetings where issues
concerning specific parishes are discussed. Cllr Horner confirmed that e had
met with Redditch BC and Worcestershire CC to look at ways of alleviating
traffic flow in the Arden area in the mornings and evenings to and from
Leamington and Junction 15 of the M40. There is no statutory duty on areas
building houses to mitigate the affect of the developments outside a small
area. Although WCC are saying that they have no funding, Cllr Horner is in
discussions with officers regarding whether the A3400 and A4189 could join
the designated Major Road Network (MRN). If these roads were to e
included, it may mean that some funding might be available for
improvements.
The Public Health Department is continuing with their initiative on Dementia
Awareness and has initiated mental health awareness. Suicide is the leading
cause of death for men between the ages of 18 to 40.
Trading Standards have concentrated their efforts on internet crime and
phone/mail scams and have also successfully prosecuted contraband
cigarette sales and other fraudulent trading activities.
The bad weather has created several issues with the roads in the area and
Highways crews have unblocked a number of drains and filled in potholes.
WCC carried out 94 gritting runs over the Winter, compared to an average of
55 runs.
The Puffin crossing at Henley High School is now operational and LED lights
are due to be installed in the High Street lights in the Summer. A resident
thanked Cllr Horner for his part in the installation of the Puffin crossing.
Community grants have been awarded to Henley Library, the Hub, Henley
Guildhall Trust, Wootton Wawen landscaping and Earlswood Village Hall.
A resident asked Cllr Horner to request that the disabled parking bays and
notices be re-painted at the Market Cross.
Cllr Horner also said that the JPC could consider Automatic Number
Recognition to try ad alleviate some of the speeding and parking issues in
Henley.
See Full Report attached to these minutes.

REPORT BY COUNCILLOR BILL LEECH, CHAIR OF BEAUDESERT & HENLEY
IN ARDEN JPC
Cllr Leech reported:
• The JPC had organised several Working Parties; the Finance WP, chaired by
Cllr John Garner, the Planning WP, chaired by Cllr David Broadbent and ably
assisted by Cllr David Tomlinson. He went on to say that the Planning WP
had a large workload and the JPC acted as a Statutory Consultee for SDC.
• The Emergency Planning WP was Chaired and run by Cllr Crathorne and
they were in the midst of updating the Report which would be available soon.
• Cllr Cornford Chaired the Traffic & Car Park Acquisitions WP and Cllr
Jackson Chaired the Children’s Facilities WP which was in the process of
upgrading the play area at the Riverlands.
• The Annual JPC Community Grants had been ratified and paid and the
introduction of the mini grants of up to £500.00 throughout the year had
proved to be popular.

•
•
•
•

•

The JPC continued to support both Henley Library and the Hub.
The JPC continued to be concerned about speeding on the High Street and
intended to liaise and work with Cllr Horner to try and alleviate this issue.
There may be a possible problem with Freeview coverage in Henley and the
pictures appear to be pixelated.
Cllr Leech said that the current JPC was in its last year of office and several
members would be stepping down at the next election in May 2019. He asked
for any volunteers or anyone who was interested in becoming a Cllr to contact
the Clerk.
A resident thanked Cllr Thirlwell for his continued involvement and work to
help to provide affordable housing in Henley.

HENLEY COMMUNITY LIBRARY
Judith Lindley reported:
•

•

•

•

•

Judith advised that in 2017 Henley Community Library had 70% of
Warwickshire Library & Information Service members. Wootton Wawen
contributed 17.5%, Claverdon 5.5% and Solihull 1%. Total Registrations are
836 as of February 2017.
Judith said that children’s Summer attendance fell but there is now a
dedicated Children’s Team which is co-ordinated by Gayle Farr and they are
promoting regular Library visits by local schools.
The Library continues to work with voluntary groups such as Own Books and
other organisations in the area and continues to adapt and meet the needs of
members of the community.
There are more members of the public visiting the Library and more people
borrowing materials and books but not so many children, which seems to be
happening nationwide.
There is also a need for more volunteers with the additional skills so that the
Library can adapt to a continuing change in circumstances.

REPORT BY TONY BARTLETT – HENLEY SPORTS PAVILION
Tony Bartlett showed a slide presentation and reported:
• Tony introduced himself and said that he had been involved in football for
several years.
• The Sports Pavilion was structurally sound; however, the intention was to
refurbish and upgrade the facilities and the building with the addition of a
Scouts Hut and a café, with the addition of a balcony and disabled toilets.
• The Car Parking facilities would also be refurbished and treble the amount of
parking spaces.
• The project has been named Arden Recreational Centre (ARC) and more
youngsters needed to be encouraged to play sports.
• Volunteers and contributions would always be welcome.
REPORT BY THE BEAUDESERT & HENLEY IN ARDEN NEIGHBOURHOOD
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
David Jackson, Chair of the NDP Steering Group was away on holiday and his vice
chairman, Martin Smyth reported:
• The NDP was progressing and had taken longer than initially thought.
• A draft of the NDP would be available for consideration via a consultation for
residents in due course when they could comment on the draft proposals.

•

There will also be further opportunities to consult prior to going forward for
scrutiny by SDC, who will ratify the document prior to it being brought back to
the town for a final referendum.

HENLEY IN BLOOM
Sheila Davis, the Chair of Henley in Bloom reported:
• Sheila presented a slide show on the ‘Henley in Bloom Year’
• The Organisation is run by volunteers and aims to enhance the appearance
of Henley. The Henley in Bloom face-book page is HENLEY IN BLOOM and
the new web site is www.henley-in-bloom@btck.co.uk
• Henley in Bloom continues to support schools and organisations in Henley
and actively encourages youngsters to become involved in various planting
projects and competitions.
• Sheila said that the troughs had been removed from the top of the Bridge and
there were now planters all around the town.
• John Earle continued to be the main supporter of Henley in Bloom and she
thanked all supporters and organisations for their continued help and
assistance.
• Sheila went on to say that more volunteers were needed and ideas for
watering the planters and pots next season.
THE HUB@ HENLEY
• Peter Crathorne took the opportunity to thank the Trustees, volunteers and
residents for supporting the Hub and three coffee bars.
• He went on to say that over 3,321 young people had come through the door.
The centre was open from 9.00 am to 9.00 pm five days a week and there
was a 70% occupancy rate.
• Peter thanked the JPC for their support of the Hub as it cost over £40,000 per
annum to run and organise the facilities and clubs.
• Peter went on to say that he had recently attended a CCTV meeting where he
was asked why Henley had such a low incidence of anti-social behaviour. He
had asked if other communities had any ways to engage their youngsters or a
Youth Club and they had responded that they hadn’t.
REPORT BY GRAHAM SMITH, HIGH BAILIFF, COURT LEET
The High Bailiff submitted a written report which is attached to these minutes.
Cllr Leech concluded the Annual Assemblies for Beaudesert Parish and Henley in
Arden Parish and thanked everyone for attending the meeting.
The meeting closed at 9.45 pm
Signed

……………………………………….

Date ……………………………………….

Attendance Lists attached to the minutes.

